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Abstract 
In this thesis, we studied the problem of finding all group-invariant harmonic maps 
from a domain in the Euclidean plane into the hyperbolic plane HP. 
The harmonic map equations will be regarded as a system of partial differential 
equations with space of independent and dependent variables in M=]R2 x IHP which is 
considered as a subset of M^ x M .^ 
Then by calculating all the infinitesimal generators of the Lie point symmetry group, 
we showed that the Lie point symmetry group is the product of the group of conformal 
transfonnations of the domain and the isometry group of H^. From this we found that 
all group-invariant harmonic maps from a domain in R^ into IHP can be detennined up 
to a conformal traiisforination of the domain and an isometry on IHP 
摘 要 
本論文中，我們嘗試尋找所有由一個歐氏平面/？ 2上的領域至雙曲平面7/2 
的群不變調和映射（group i n v a r i a n t harmonic m a p s ) � 
調 和 映 射 方 程 式 可 看 成 一 個 自 變 和 因 變 量 於 空 間 的 偏 微 分 方 
程 系 統 ， 而 M 則 考 慮 成 的 子 集 。 
跟著’由計算所有不變群（L i e Po in t symmetry g r o u p )的生成元 
( g e n e r a t o r ) ,我們證明了不變群是領域上的保角映射群（ g r o u p of conformal 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n ) 和雙曲平面的等距群（ i s o m e t r y g r o u p )的積群。利用這 
個結果，我們可以在相差一個領域上的保角變换（c o n f o r m a l t r a n s f o r m a t i o n ) 
和雙曲平面上的等距變换（ i s o m e t r y )決定所有由一個歐氏平面 /？ 2上的領 
域至雙曲平面的群不變調和映射。 
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III this thesis, we will give a, survey on finding all group-iiivariarit harmonic maps from a 
domain in R2 into M2 up to a, coiifonnal transfonriatioii of the domain and an isoiiietry 
oil M2 based on the work of Yugiiang Shi, Liieii-Fai Tarn ami Tom Y , H . Wan in [8J. 
Since the harnionic map equation can be written as a, system of partial differential 
equations, 
‘ � f = � ( y � f � v � ( f h 
< 
〜 广 去 ( 队 - |Vo/|2). 
乂 u 
We will try to use similarity variables to reduce it into ordinary differential equations 
for invariant solutions, then find all the group-in variant solutions of this system by 
solving the ordinary differential equations. 
The theory of harmonic maps lias been developed for many years. One of the 
motivations for the study of this problem is to understand a conjecture of Schoeii [7]： 
Given a, qiUKsi-syrninetric homeomorphism f of §!，there is a unique quasi-confonnal 
harmoiiic diffeomorphism from IHP onto itself with boundary value / . 
Ill their studies of the Gauss maps of rotationally symmetric constant mean ciir-
vature cuts in Minkowski three space in [2j, Choi mid Treibergs constructed some 
interesting harmonic diffeoinorpliisms from M'' onto itself by solving an ordinary differ-
5 
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eiitial equation. If we identify H^ with the upper half plane equipped with the Poincare 
metric, the boundary value of their maps are given by 
f i t ) = \trH, (1.1) 
where a > 0 is a constant. In fact, one can solve this problem directly without using 
the idea of constant mean curvature cuts. Wang in [10] solved this problem by solving 
an ordinary differential equation. Using the result in [10], Li and Wang were able to 
construct harmonic maps on with boundary value / : ^ S^ wliich is C^  with 
nowhere vanishing energy density except at finitely many points and near each of these 
points f behaves like (1.1). Namely, after some traiisforniations, f{t) —— near 
such a point, where h is C^  and /?/(•) + 0，see [5]. For higher diniensional hyperbolic 
spaces, it was proved in [10] that if f : S爪—i -> is a, map with singular set 
consisting of only finitely many points and if near each singular point p, after coiifoniial 
transformations of the domain and the range, f is given by f{x) = then one 
can extend the map to be harmonic by solving a more complicated ordinary differential 
equation. 
Observe that the boimdaiy value (1.1) is a special case of 
" , � ’I 力 r - i 力 if^ > 0 , 
f{i) = (1.2) 
if t < 0, 
\ 
where C > 0 is a constant. In this case /�=广""“？,⑴，where h{t) is only Lipschitz 
li(0) = 0 and h' is bounded away from zero. Yugiiang Shi, Liien-Fai Tain and Tom 
Y.-H. Wan have proved in [8] the following result: Suppose f ： §”'—i —> is a map 
with singular set which is a. disjoint union of embedded sub-maiiifolds of such 
that / is C'^  on And suppose near J ] each component of / will behave like 
(1.2)，if f is considered as a map from to I R " — � T h e n one can extend f to a 
proper harmonic map with bounded energy density. In this paper, we will survey on 
the part of [8] which gives an explicit solution for (1.2) using the method of ordinary 
differential equations. 
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Using the method of ordinary differential equations, other harmonic diffeomor-
pliisms on IHP can be obtained, see [4]. In order to reduce the harmonic map equations 
to ordinary differential equations, we assume the solutions are invariant under a. group 
action on the solution space, then we can construct the group-invariant harmonic maps. 
On the other hand, in order to understand the conjecture of [7], more examples are 
needed to help us to unclerstancl the behavior of harmonic maps on HP. If we could find 
a.ll group-invariant harmonic maps on IHP，it should be able to give us more insights. 
Ill fact, based on the result of this, Yuguang Shi, Lueii-Fai Tarn and Tom Y.-H. Wan 
Imve proved in [8] the following theorem: Let / : S^ -> be a liomeoinorphisiii 
with non-vanishing energy density except possibly for finitely many points p i ’ . . . ,pk. 
Near cacli ])“ if we consider f as a, map from E to R such that pi corresponds to 0 and 
/(O) = 0，then / � =I 卞 � + � ) ’ where " 2 � 二 0 ( 6 ” as i — 0，is C:多 smooth 
away from 0 and is piecewise C^ smooth at 0’ and 
Ct if 亡 < 0 
\ 
for some constants a > 0 and C > 0. Let h be a quasi-symmetric function from 
onto itself such that h has a quasi-conformal harmonic extension on H^ Then h o f 
also has a quasi-conformal harmonic extension. 
The structure of this paper is as follows. In chapter 2，we will state some well-known 
facts ill geometry and harmonic maps that will be needed in the subsequent chapters. 
In chapter 3, we will give the following definition for a point symmetry and the 
necessary and sufficient condition for a, Lie point transfonnatioii: 
T h e o r e m 3.1.9 A Lie point transformation with generator X is a symmetry of a. 
set, of partial differential equations u � u ? , u ? j ,. . . ) = 0 , if and only if 
« 
X/-//1 = 0 {modH^ = 0). (1.3) 
Then, we will introduce the procedure for determining the Lie point syininet.ries of a 
systc^m of partial differential equations. We will use the second order partial differential 
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equation 
+ '^'22 = 0 
to illustrate the idea. The example is just a simplified case of the equations in Chapter 
5 without the linear terms. 
Ill Chapter 4，we will introduce the idea of similarity variables and group-invariant 
solutions by using the symmetry condition in Chapter 3 and the procedure of using 
similarity variables to reduce the number of variables of a, system of partial differential 
equations. 
Ill Chapter 5, we will try to find all group-invariant harmonic maps from a domain 
ill into IHP explicitly by the tools that we have developed in Chapters 3 and 4. 
Firstly, we will find the infinitesimal generators of the Lie point symmetry group of the 
haniionic map equations from a domain in R^ into IHI^ , then we can prove the following 
T h e o r e m 5.1.2 The Lie point symmetry group of the system of harmonic map 
equations from a. domain in R^ into HP is the product of the local group of local 
con formal transformations of the domain and the isoinetry group of IHP. 
Then, finding group-invariant harmonic maps from a, domain in M'^  into IHP’ up to 
a conforinal transformation of the domain and an isoinetry on IHI'^  can be broken clown 
into three different cases . Using the idea, of similarity variables, we have 
T h e o r e m 5.2.1 A group-invariant harmonic map from a. domain in R'^  into IHP is 
equivalent, up to a conforinal transformation of the domaiii and an isoinetry on IHP, to 
a harmonic map of one of the following forms: 
1. Harmonic maps invariant under the group generated by a. translation on IR'"^  and 
a translation on the upper-half plane model of H^: 
= /?,2(?y)’ 
\ 
where /“，I12 are functions of y only with h'^ > 0. 
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2. Harmonic maps invariant under the group generated by a translation on and 
a dilation on the upper-half plane model of tf: 
f /(:c’y) = e"ii(?/)， 
.g(:c，y) = e"?,2(?/)， 
\ 
where hi, h? are functions of y only with I12 > 0. 
3. Harmonic maps invariant under the group generated by a translation 011 IR^  and 
a rotation on the unit disc model of HP: 
认 x,y) + i.rj(x,y) = e 切(M(y) + 认2(jj)), 
where fi\, h-z are functions of y only and satisfy + < 1. 
Next, we reduce the harmonic map equations in case 1 to ordinary differential 
equations 
j " 2 " ' /二 2/7/1/7/2, 
1 h 讽={JAY — {h\f — 1. 
Ill case 2，by an isornetry of the Poincare upper-half plane to a horizontal infinite strip 
with width equal to tt, the harmonic map equations become 
I h" -2 cot gh'g' = 
< / + cotWa2 + ( /02 — 二 0. 
\ 
Moreover the harmonic map equations in case 3 can be written as ordinary differential 
equations 
h![ — sinh/ii cosli/?,i(l + (/i^)^) = 0’ 
< �"丨+ 二 0. 
Finally we solve the above ordinary differential equation systems to find all group-
invariant solutions from a. domain in into IHP. 
Chapter 2 
Preliminary 
2.1 Background in geometry 
L e m m a 2.1.1. Let ,八 :M i-^ N, i — 1, 2, be two local isometrics of the (connected) 
Ricnianiiian manifold M to the Riernannian manifold N. Suppose there exists a point 
p e M such that fi(p) = fsiv) and (dfi),, = (df'i)^. Then /i = f2. 
Proof. Let V be a normal neighborhood of p such that the restrictions ji\V and f21V 
are diffeoiiiorphisins. Let (f = / f ^0/2 Then ip{p) = p and chpp is the identity. 
If q G V, there exists a unique v G TpM with expp{v) = q. It follows that Lp(q) 二 q, 
hence fi 二 /2 on V. Since M is connected, any point r G M can be joined to p by a 
path Of : [0,1) 一 M, a(0) 二 p, a '(l) = r. Let 
/ ! 二 {力 e [0, l ] ; / i ( a ' ( 0 ) = /2(«⑴）and ( r 仍 ) ( 叫 = 狐 � � � . 
From the preceding, siip/l is positive. If supA =力„ 1’ we repeat the argunient above 
for the point cv(亡。)，obtaining a contradiction. Therefore sup A = 1，hence / i ( r ) = /2(r) , 
for all r G M. • 
L e m m a 2.1.2. The Mobius group that preserves the upper-half plane is isomorphic to 
the isometry group o/lHP. 
10 
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Proof. We first prove that Mobius group that preserves the upper-half plane is a sub-
group of isometry group of IHP. 
The Mobius transformation that preserves upper-half plane is given by F{z) = 
with ad - be > 0 a,b,c,d e R. WLOG we may assume ad - be = 1, suppose not 
ad -bc = /c ,^ then divide a, b ,c cincl d by k. Then the Mobius transformation will be 
the same. Consider the first fundamental form 
4dF{z)dW) = / ( 二 二 严 ^ 
(F{z)-W)y~ i ^ - m r ' ' ' ' 
_ A a'^{cz+d){cz+d)-ac{cz+d){a^+b)-ac{az+b){cz+d)+c'^{az+b){az+b) , ^ 
- [{az+b){cz+d)-{az+h){cz+d)]-^ 
— -4{ad-bc)dzctz 
二 （ 2 -乏 . 
Since dzdz = d(x + iy)d(x — iy) = dx^ + dy"^ and 2; — z 二 2y, we have 
MF(z)dW) _H-bO 
{F(z) - WW ~ y'' 
Thus, the Mobius group that preserves the upper-half plane is a subgroup of the isom-
etry group of 1H[2. 
Next, we prove the converse part. 
For a fixed point Po G IHP and unit vector v�at p^, there exists a traiisforina,tion f 
of the form: 
f{z) = a 二 z e H^ C C, n,b,c,d G R, ad -bc=l (2.1) 
CZ "1 Ctf 
which takes an arbitrary point p G IHP and a unit vector v at p into p�and 飞)�respec-
tively, because we can see that p and v are determined by three parameters which is 
the number of parameters of / . By Lemma. 2.1.1 there exists a unique isometry of IHP 
which takes (/;, v) mio{po,Vo), we conclude that all isometries of IHP are of the form 
(2.1). 
Hence, the Mobius group that preserves the upper-half plane is isomorphic to the 
isometry group of • 
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Theorem 2.1.3. The isometries o/IHP are the com,•position of inversions, dilations and 
translations. 
Proof. We denote the translation, inversion and dilation by J) = z + j, J(z)=全 and 
Mk{z) = kz for k # 0 respectively. Let F be the transformation F =煞 e Mobius 
group preserving upper-half plane. Suppose c = 0, then F(z) = ^^， thus 
F = Tb o Ma. 
a d 
Suppose c ^ 0 
, az + b 
CZ + a 
= + 
_ ^ + • 
So we may assume c = 1, then 
F � = ^ 
z + d 
_ b — ad + az + ad 
— z + d 
b — ad = + a 
z-\-d 
=Ta O Mf^-ad ojo Ta-
By Lemma 2.1.2, we have isometries of H^ are the composition of inversions, dilations 
and translations. • 
2.2 Background in harmonic maps 
Let (M, ds\j) and {N, dsh) be two Rienianriian surfaces, then there are isothermal 
coordinates (;ci,.T2) and (ili^iL'z) on M and N respectively such that 
dsh = + dxl) and ds% = ,u2)[du‘f + r/w^) 
where p^ and a'^ are positive smooth functions defined on M and N respectively. 
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Let u be a smooth map from M to TV, the energy density of u is defined by 
for (xux2) e M, and u*ds% is the pull-back metric of ds% by u, and Trj,2^{u*ds%) is 
the trace of the tensor field u*ds% with respect to ds\,f. By direct calculation, we have 
and 
一 du 2+ du 2 
p^(x) dxi dx2 
Let z =: .Ti + iX'i and u = v] + iu'j, then z and u give complex structures on M and N 
respectively. The metrics on M and N become 
ds\i = p^(z)\dz\^ and ds]^ = a\u)\du\^ 
respectively. 
We denote 
d 1,(9 . d � ^ d I. d d . 
then we define 
I, O, "2— 一 柳 du ‘‘ - 2 — d u 2 
丨 丨 加 丨 丨 - n 瓦 — 丨 丨 加 . 丨 丨 = 否 
respectively. Thus, we obtain 
, � a'^(u(x)) . du 2 du 之 
咖 ） = 五 + 否 ） 
- 1 1 丨|2 + II 汤,||2 . 
Next, define the energy functional E{u) by 
= / e(u)duM 
J M 
where cIum = sjdet{ds\.,)dx\ Adx2 is the volume form of M. A C^ nmp u : (M,耐,）—> 
(TV, ds%) is said to be harmonic if it is a critical point of E. 
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Theorem 2.2.1. Let {M, p^{z)\dz\'') and (TV, (z)\dz\'') be two Rieinann surfaces, and 
w be a smooth map from M to N. Then u is harmonic if and only if 
d'^u ^dlog a{u) du du — 
Proof. Let Ut{z) be a family of smooth maps from M into N such that 77(2)= 
羞 L=o 叫(之)is a complex valued function with compact support. Then u is harmonic if 
u is a critical point of the energy functional 
E(ut) = / e(ut)duM 
J M 
where di^M = y/det{dslj)\dz\'^ is the volume form on M with respect to dsh, here we 
abuse the notation to denote both dx^ 八 dx) and (Ixj + cixj by Thus, we have 
i 丄 丨 陶 丨 、 , , - l 。 l 赞 I 尝 鋼 2 
耐 . 
Since for any / G C we have 2Re{f) = / + / ’ we get 
4 [ II dut II' di^M = f 2Re{rka\l,)\dz\^ + I 
t.=Q J M J M J M 
=2Re[ [ + ] 
,"/ OM 
+4 [ Re{T)aua)\u,\^\dz\'' 
J M 
JM 
= - 2 / Re{ric7\2\ogaUiSi, + u,,]]\dz\\ 
J M 
Similarly, 
4 I II dut "2 di^ M = - 2 [ R e { w ' [ { 2 h g a U u J i , + 
肌 t-O ''M J M 
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Since 1] is arbitrary and is non-vanishing, we get 
Uzz + (2 log 具 - = 0 
or 
Uzz + {'^log a)uUzU, = 0 
which proves the theorem. 口 
Chapter 3 
Lie Point Transformations and 
Symmetries 
3.1 Definition of symmetries 
Let 
… ） = 0 
be a. system of partial differential equations in N independent variables M dependent 
variables u%7；巧,and their derivatives 
cv —决产 , 
1 �三 " ^ T ’ � i = q 飞 . , e t c . 
Definit ion 3.1.1. A nonsingular transformation 
n j . = l , . . . , y v； a,P = 
is called a point transformation. 
f^Gmark. In the context of symmetries, we have to consider point transformations that 
depend on several arbitrary parameters and functions. However, a particular set of 
16 
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transformations 
= u �� =u ^ - e ) where e e [0，oo) 
ca.ii be chosen depending on only one parameter e so tha t they form a group, with 
= X' and fi" = for e = 0. 
To consider the corresponding infinitesimal transformation of the point t ransfonna-
tion’ we take an arbitrary point and write 
二 e) = x" + u^) + . . . , where <f 三 丝 f3 ” 
= u �二 + ecf/^x^ u^) + ...， where (3 2) 
Def in i t ion 3.1.2. The vector field 
called the infinitesimal generator of the point transformation. 
We will use eix^'^u^) and instead of C知V''々；0) and 作”乂； 0) in the 
following chapters for convenience. 
Remark. We can extend the infinitesimal generator to the derivatives, 
pr �( X ) = + 作 W K o + 
where 
,ai duf 
( I ) � = -TT" . 
& .=0 
T h e o r e m 3.1.3. The mfimtesiinal generator extended to the first derivatives takes the 
form 
7)r �( X ) = + + r � 為 
where 
+ - 6《一 (3.3) 
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Proof- For any nonsingular transformation, we have 
L 人 ^dx^ du0 dx^ 力 十...， （丄 4) 
而 "= d u Q + e c i r + = + + ！ 办 , + (3 5) 
L dx：) ^ dx3卞diiP dxj力 十•… （丄… 
By introducing the operator 
D 
二 + U d^uc^  + ul^ ^du?^ + . . . ’ (3.G) 
the above equations can be written as 
(妃=(扣+ + •， (3-7) 
二 + • … (3-8) 
Let A and B be matrices defined by 
D:c人 
o a du^ Br 
= TT— + + … ’ 
J dxJ "DxJ ‘ 
we have 
dx' = Aidx\ 
dv,] = B'^dx'. 
Moreover, using 
we have 
£ 二 B ” A 1 
= ( 《 + 蒂 + … 欣 - 菩 + ...) 
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Comparing with the definition 3.1’ we find that 
=(这 + + + • • .W - U讽 + 义 久 " + � d �+ . . 
• 
Similarly, we can obtain the extensions to derivatives of arbitrary order, that is, the 
coefficients </产S 诉，...in 
X 二 + r d u n + C l f ' % + ( l ^ d ^ + r 内uSk + •••• (3.9) 
Theorem 3.1.4. The general form of the coefficients of the prolongation of the in-
finitesimal generator is 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1.3, we know that this statement is true for s = 1. We a.ssuine 
that (3.10) is true for s = n — 1 ’ 
i.e. 
广 ” = 胸 … ( f - 1 议 ） + 《 冗 … . (3.10) 
Now suppose s = n, we have 
鄉 i � � " -1 = "Wi。.，-丨 + … + . . . ) (3.11) 
= D ； ^ ~ ~ + , • . K ? " . (3.12) 
By (3.7) and (3.12), we get 
小哪…、= 《 ^ (3 13) 
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which can be written as 
於�’iii2…in = 必… i ’ , - i _ a (n 14� 
Then by (3.10), we have 
� ‘ . i n = —哦勺 + ⑶仍…、. (3.15) 
Hence, by mathematical induction Theorem 3.1.4 is true. • 
Corollary 3.1.5. The infinitesimal generator extended to the second derivatives takes 
the form 
p r �( X ) = ？/)这 + vP仇a + (T乂:r;"’ u口, i t f jO, . 
力 ( ‘ ？ 乂 ’ 《 義 ’ (3.16) 
where 
『 ‘ = 拔 j +柯u小Ku0i�+ Kowvl^r^逸uJr办I 
- - - 办 4 - - e^+E^  - 似 - 。 鄉 . 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1.4, we obtain 
『 = 略 嘉 剛 
= + lip,, + 权 + . . — u躺 + 如 + + . . 
= ( 《 • + 久 " + < A i +.. m+小 — 況 一 “ I ; � 
= 松 + + + � , u ， u i + - — 
• 
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If we try to use the notation ？/« to designate the variables x\ and all the partial 
derivatives up to a fixed order, i.e. 
？ = 广’ u � ’ <力...}’ (3.18) 
then (3.9) takes the form 
X = (X 作 广 (3.19) 
Lemma 3.1.6. If we perform a change of variable 
？/ = /(?,)’ 
then the generator X in terms of the new variable is 
X = (X 趣 • 
dy" 
Proof. Since ^ 0, we have 
dy" 
dy" 
仏 产 炉 ( 3 - 2 0 ) 
Suppose 
X = rdy. . (3.21) 
Then 
X 二 产 〜 ， 严 ( 3 . 2 2 ) 
Since 
xyb = r志.-八 (3.23) 
a.nd X?/ (3.24) 
we have 
X = ( X / ) 如 = r 泰d, = = ( X ? / ) � . (3.25) 
• 
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Theorem 3.1.7. Given any generator y., by a change of variable, it can be transformed 
to the normal form 
X = ds. (3.26) 
Proof- By Lemma 3.1, transforming the given generator X to its normal form is equiv-
alent to solving the system 
对=Xs 二 1， (3.27) 
Xyb = 0 for b > 1. (3.28) 
A iiontrivial solution to this system always exists. By Theorem 3.1.3 and 3.1.5, putting 
� 1 = 1 and C = (T = 0’ we conclude that (/广，”.’..all vanish. Hence, X can always 
be transformed to its normal fomi. • 
Definition 3.1.8. A point symmetry of a system of partial differential equations 
is a point transformation 
= u口e), u^ = ？ r W ; £), 
which maps solutions into solutions. 
z.e. If {x\ nj.,...) w a solution set of Ha{x\ < , ...) 二 0, then 
= 0 (3.29) 
for all values of e. 
From now on, we impose the maximal rank condition 
,OHa 
= ^^ on = (3.30) 
where W is the number of equations, i.e. /I = 1’ . . . ’ H/. This condition ensures that 
not all derivatives of Ha vanish on H^ = 0. 
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Theorem 3.1.9. A Lie point transformation with generator X is a symmetry of a set 
of partial differential equations Ha[3:�u�u?…)=0’ z/ and only if 
XHA = 0 {rnodHA = 0). (3.31) 
Proof. ( ^ ) Differentiating both side of (3.29) with respect to £, we have 
a / - 0’ (3.32) 
e = 0 
which implies 
OHa dx\ OHa 沉" _ 
£•=0 
Thus 
OHa dx' dH八 di? 
+ + … = (3.叫 
£ U 
By the remark in Definition 3.1.2, we know that 
知 + 么？+ ... (3.35) 
,dx' 广 I diLf ,, 
腿 I i 二 e � = , � f = 杏 ? ( 3 . 3 6 ) 
。已 e=0 OS e = 0 泥 e=0 
Thus, (3.32) can be written as XHa = 0. 
By Theorem 3.26, X can be transformed to its normal form X 二 d,, then XHa = 0 
becomes 
OHa 
i = (3.37) 
Since we have imposed the maximal rank condition, not all first derivatives of Ha 
vanish on H — 0, we have 
OHa 
= 0 on H = Q (3.38) 
which implies that Ha does not depend on s. Thus, the finite transfonnation s = s + f 
does not change Ha. Hence, it is a symmetry of the system of partial differential 
equations. • 
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Remark. One can see that the existence of a symmetry, that is, a solution X of the 
symmetry condition (3.31), does not depend on the choice of variables {x\ w"} in which 
the differential equations have been formulated. A change of variables may change the 
form of the differential equations, but not the structure of the set of solutions to the 
symmetry condition (3.31). 
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3.2 Determine the Lie point symmetries of partial 
differential equations 
By Theorem 3.1.9，in order to determine the Lie point symmetries of partial differential 
equations, we have to find functions f and such that the symmetry 
conditions (3.31) are satisfied. 
Theorem 3.1.9 together with (3.9) and (3.10) provide an effective computational pro-
cedure of finding the most general Lie point symmetries of a large iiuinber of systems 
of partial differential equations of interest. 
Ill this procedure, we let the coefficients • 卞 乂 ) of the infinitesimal 
generator X of a one-parameter symmetry group of the system of d i feen t ia l equations 
l)c unknown functions of x'' and vP. The coefficients … o f the prolonged in-
fiiiitesiiiial generator will be certain explicit expressions involving the partial 
derivatives of the coefficients and 小“with respect to both arid vP. The syiii-
meti-y condition (3.31) will thus involve :c"，？/ and the derivatives of iiP with respect 
to as well as and their partial derivatives with respect to .t" 
and u^. After eliminating any relations among the derivatives of the u口’s caused by 
tlie system itself (since symmetry condition (3.31) need only hold on solutions of the 
system of partial differential equations), we can equate the coefficients of the remaining 
unconstrained partial derivatives of vP to zero. This will result in a. large number of 
elementary partial differential equations for the coefficient functions of the in-
finitesimal generator, called the defining equations of the symmetry group of the given 
system. In most instances, these defining equations can be solved by elementaiy meth-
ods’ and the general solution will determine the most general infinitesimal symmetries 
of the system. 
The differential equations of a given set Ha = 0 need not be of same order. However 
we assume this in the following. We will show the steps of this procedure for second 
order partial differential equations. 
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3.2.1 Second order differential equations 
For second order differential equations, we need the generator X extended up to second 
derivatives, that is 
7广(2)(x) = Adi + 却 u a + + r^'On^j, (3.39) 
where by Theorem 3.1.3 and Corollary 3.1.5 the and (jf^iij ^ re given by 
於"“ 二 + — — 鋼 (3.40) 
and 
= 拭 j + + ^ upy? + + (IW — 触 — — C^nfi^^ 
- - - e ^ + i - 似 - ( 3 . 4 1 ) 
We try to a,void writing down the symmetry conditions in full but instead try to extract 
the iiiforinatioii piecewise by taking into account and writing down only the terms with 
the highest derivatives occurring in the symmetry conditions (3.31). Then with some 
infonnatioii on and already gained, we proceed to derivatives of lower order. Now 
the procedure can be broken clown into five steps. 
(Stepl) Write down the symmetry conditions without inserting the explicit expres-
sions for and respectively. 
(Step2) Compute for the cff"’” that actually appear in the symmetry conditions 
those terms that contain second derivatives 力’which do not occur in the differential 
equations. 
(Step3) Insert these terms into the symmetry conditions; since they cannot be 
eliminated or affected by using Ha = 0, they have to vanish separately. 
(Step4) Compute for the (p喊 appearing in the symmetry conditions all terms con-
taining second derivatives using the above results, insert them into terms in Ha = 0 
neglecting all terms in Ha = 0 that are not of second order. 
(Step5) Compute the appearing in the symmetry conditions completely, insert 
thern into the symmetry conditions, and satisfy these conditions. 
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Example 3.2.1. We try to find the symmetry generators of the second order partial 
differential equation 
nil = 0. (3.42) 
(Step 1) The symmetry condition is 
pr(2)(X)// = 0 {mod 7./,Ji + - 0). (3.43) 
By (5.2), we obtain 
(e吻 + + + 0 1 ， 即 + 三 0. (3.44) 
Then, 
沙i’ii+於i’22 三 0 (3.45) 
(Step 2) As the second derivative u\2 does not appear in the differential equation 
wJi + ？4.2 = 0, lue compute for ( ^ i’”，and obtain 
0i’ii = — — + (3.46) 
严 = - 2 6 * 1 2 + …… （：3.47) 
(Step 3) Insert (3.46) and (3.4?) into the symmetry condition (3.45), as terms 
involving u\2 have to vanish sejmrately，we obtain 
+ e � )+ itninlC^ + = 0. (3.48) 
Thus, 
eii = e^r = 0’ （3.49) 
and 行 + {J = 0. (3.50) 
(Step 4) Substitute (349) and (3.50) to the 小幼 in corollary 3.1.5, we obtain 
0i’ii = — 一 li +…•， (3.51) 
0i’22 = —2这 t42 + <p\xu\2 + . . . . (3.52) 
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Apply this to + 11^2 = 0 and 於 。 + 於i’22 三 观 ho/ue 
— 2 ( 3 — + 三 0. (3.53) 
Thus, 
= (3.54) 
(Step 5) Again substitute (3.49)，(3.50) and (3.54) to the </>叫:in corollary 3.1.5， 
lue obtain 
= + - - enu\ + (权 1)2 (3.55) 
严 = 对 2 + - 么 - 2^2^ 4 + (^ 4)'- (3.56) 
As from (3.50) and (3.54) we know that 
& + 2^2 = 0 am/<ei (3.57) 
�?i+€‘� i = Oami<eii=g. (3.58) 
Thus, 
+ C22 - + &2 = 0. (3.59) 
Therefore, the part of the symmetry conditions still to be satisfied is 
<f>u + #22 + + 20k“4 + + (t4)2) = 0. (3.G0) 
It follows that the defi.ning equations are (3.49) (3.50) (3.54) 
= (3.61) 
二 0， (3.G2) 
小L 二 0’ (3.G3) 
K^u^ = 0. (3.64) 
Using (3.64), we get 
=(^(:ci’:c2) + ^:f;Vc2y. 
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Substituting this into (3.62) and (3.63), we obtain 
^ = 0 
dp 
际 = 0 
Wizc/i implies that p = b=constant. Moreover, substituting the into (3.61) yields 
«ii + a22 = 0. (3.65) 
Hence, the symmetry generator is 
—tk C satisfy (3.50) (3.54) and a satisfies (3.65). 
Chapter 4 
Similarity Variables 
4.1 Similarity variables and group-invariant solu-
tions 
When dealing with partial differential equations, we always aim at expressing the 
solutions ill terms of functions of one variable. One of the ways to do this is to ask for 
solutions that depend on less variables than that occur in the original formulation of 
the differential equations, sometimes the solutions may only depend oii one variable, 
i.e. Given a system of partial differential equations, 
= ?； = 1 , . . . , N , c v - 1 , . . . , M , (4.1) 
ill N + M variables we try to find solutions that involve N + M - 1 or 
less variables. However, we may need to make a trarisfonnation of variables before 
we assume that the solutions are independent of a particular variable. If we pick a 
variable and assume the solution is independent of this variable, then it may lead to a 
contradiction that the differential eqiuations depend explicitly on the chosen variable, 
whereas its solution was assumed to be independent of that variable, so we have to 
choose a variable that will not cause such a contradiction. 
T h e o r e m 4.1.1. Let X be a symmetry generator of a system of partial differential 
30 
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equations. Suppose X takes the normal form 
X = <9如 (4.2) 
"ien the solution of Ha = 0 can be assumed independent of is i f j . 
Proof. From Theorem 3.1.9, the symmetry condition reads 
XHa = 0 (modlfA = 0). (43) 
Putting- X = d吻 into this symmetry condition, we have 
SHa 
= 0 {rnodHA 0), (4.4) 
which implies that the differential equations can be written in a form that does not 
depend on 认 Hence, ij) is the variable that the solutions of l U = 0 can be assumed 
independent, of. • 
Definit ion 4.1.2. In the set o / N - | - M new variables and<f%v�u(�) defined 
by 
XV_; = 1’ Xv?" = 0, + (4.5) 
{(/?�2} are called the similarity variables. 
We try to use the similarity variables and 4) to replace the original N independent 
variables and M dependent variables from the set of similarity variables we choose 
an appropriate set of N independent variables {也 y'} and the rest of c^", namely, {a/)} 
dependent variables. Then we rewrite the original system 
/从c《’（t4V..) 二 0 (4.6) 
of partial differential equations as 
C ¥ ’ ¥ ， . . •) = •. (4.7) 
Now，Ga does not depend on 也 we can assume that the solutions does not depend on 
, . du/^ 
I.e. = 0，thus = 
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Definit ion 4.1.3. The solutions = which are independent of and thus 
invariant under the action ofX are called group-invariant solutions. 
R 隱 r k . These group-invariant solutions are also invariant under X in the original 
variables {a:\zi"}. 
i.e. The surface it^ — 勺 = 0 in {x \ i l - ) -space will remain unchanged, and 
X K - 印 ) ] = 0 (4.8) 
will hold for these solutions. 
Moreover, some particular symmetries cannot be used to reduce the number of inde-
penclent variables. For example, if X =汰。，it does not make sense to ask for solutions 
iiidcpeiident. of n". 
Theorem 4.1.4. SimUarity variables are not uniquely defined, for any fmiction o, 
is again a similarity variable. 
Proof. By Definition 4.1.2 i； and are defined by 
XV; = 1’ Xip'' = u曰)di + w") = 0. (4.9) 
However, for any function a, 
X + Q ) = + (4.10) 
= + (4.11) 
By (4.9) we obtain 
= (4.12) 
Hence’ is also a similarity variable for any function cr. 口 
Theorem 4.1.5. The function iJj{x\u^) is not uniquely defined. 
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Proof. From the equation (4.5), is defined by 
= (4.13) 
If we add to a given 也 then 
XW + = + = 1. (4.14) 
Hence, is not uniquely defined. 口 
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4.2 Reduction of number of variables of the partial 
differential equations 
4.2.1 Determine the similarity variables 
In order to reduce the number of variables of the partial differential equations, we have 
to determine the similarity variables. That is, we need to find the functions 
and By definition 4.1.2’ we have to solve for the linear partial differential 
equations (4.9). There are two ways to solve the system 
XV-' = 1, Xip = 0. (4.15) 
The first way is to solve it by guesswork, which is very useful when we have simple 
structures of the generators X. 
The second way is more systematic. We make use of the finite symmetry transfor-
mations 
=：云 V . ’ A e), t? = ？ e ) , (4.16) 
obtained it, by solving 
dx^ 
I (无”’的’ （4.17) 
da� , 
(4.18) 
with initial values 
= I ? = u"" when £ = 0. (4,19) 
Given a fixed set of initial values, the finite symmetry traiisfonnations give an analytic 
expression for the curve that connects all points in the space, wliich can be 
transformed to the initial points by the action of the one-parameter group generated 
by X，and £ is the parameter along this curve. If we change the initial values, the finite 
symmetry transformations give the set of all such curves. 
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III fact, each curve is an orbit of the one-parameter group generated by X’ and 
the finite symmetry transformations give a parametric representation of the orbits. 
Meanwhile, the solutions i p � t o the equation Xif = 0 also define the orbits of the 
group. Thus, if we know the finite symmetry transformations we can extract the 
functions <p�! from it, but what we have to do first is to eliminate the parameter e form 
the parametric representation of the orbits. 
Ill order to eliminate £, we suppose • 0，then we get x ' = f ) from 
(4.17). Next, we solve it for e. Then we obtain 
e = (4.20) 
Substituting (4.20) back to (4.16), we obtain the implicit representation of the orbits 
= ’无乂：广云V'P’?/)) - (4.21) 
记=們(.T•"’ 云 = (4.22) 
Then we can read off the similarity variables from the above equations. 
However, from Theorem 4.1.4, similarity variables are not uniquely defined. Thus, we 
need to choose the functions (/^"(.t", 7 / ) from (4.21) and (4.22). 
It seems that we still need to determine the function T/J. From Theorem 4.1.5, wo 
know that t/j is not uniquely defined. Since we aim at constructing solutions of the 
partial differential equations independent of 也 it is not important whether we use t/, 
or any functions of i；. Since X = d吻,0 varies along each orbit and parameterizes the 
points oil an orbit as £ does. Thus, by putting £ = 也 we can obtain the function 力 
from (4.20). However, finding the function 外 is not always necessary, because knowing 
the functions c^" is sufficient for us to construct solutions independent of 
If we do not have the finite symmetry transformations (4.16), we could use 
二 F ’ （4.23) 
F 7 ’ (4-24) 
to obtain (4.21) and (4.22). 
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Theorem 4.2.1. Any invariant of a group of symmetries is a similarity variable of its 
generators. 
Proof. Suppose t/j is an invariant of a group of symmetries with generator X, 
i.e. 
X 少=0， （4.25) 
which implies ^ is a similarity variable. 口 
4.2.2 Procedure to reduce the number of variables of a system 
of partial differential equations 
Now wc are ready to reduce the number of variables of our system of partial differential 
equations. 
We choose an appropriate set of N - 1 functions from as new inde-
pendent variables and the rest of the as new inclependeiit variables 
i.e. Wc have the equations 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
Together with the equation 
= (4.28) 
we invert the functions {也/，0；"} to obtain 
：1；"=樣/-’0/) (4.29) 
and 
w" = w"0/v/，a/). (4.30) 
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Next, by Theorem 4.1.1，we can assume that a;召 are functions of y知 only, i.e. o / = 
a / ( y ” . Moreover, by chain rule, we get 
au^ _ dv^duo^dy^ du^ dy^ du^ d少 
‘一 @ — + + ¥ & ’ . . . , e t c . (4.31) 
As all partial derivatives except are known functions, we can use (4.31) to express 
Uie derivatives of the appearing in Ha = 0. 
Then we insert everything into Ha = 0. By Theorem 4.1.1 the resulting system 
GU 二 0 will be independent of 岭.Thus, we get G U ( y > � = 0. Hence, 
dyi ayj ， 
we successfully reduce the iiiiniber of variables of the system of partial differential 
equations by one. 
Chapter 5 
Group Invariant Harmonic Maps 
Now, we are ready to find all the harmonic maps from a domain in Euclidean 2-space 
(IR2) into hyperbolic 2-space (IHP) by solving systems of ordinary differential equations 
explicitly. That is, l)y using Lie point symmetries, we find all group invariant harmonic 
uuips from a domain in R^ into E^ with respect to it. 
In fact, the harmonic map equations can be considered as a system of partial dif-
fcrential equations with iiidependent and dependent variables in space M = R'^ x IHP 
which is a subset of R^ x M^ if 驰 use standard coordinates (:rjy) on 肌(1 (/,,；) 
with r / X ) on the upper half-plane model o f f f , then the harmonic map equations can 
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5.1 Determine the Lie point symmetries of the har-
monic map equations 
III order to find all the group-invariant harmonic maps, the first tiling that we Irnve to 
do is to determine all the infinitesimal generators of the Lie point symmetry group of 
the hamioiiic map system (5.1). 
Theorem 5.1.1. The infinitesimal generators of the Lie point symmetry group of the 
harmonic map system (5.1) are of the form 
X = ^{x, ？ + T]{x, y)dy + {a(f + g^) + 6/ + c)dj + {2a fg + bg)dg, 
iL)丨聽！) — c are real constants, and (O/) satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann equations 
Vy =<ej/+ Th = 0. 
Moreover, if we use the complex form, then 
X = 2Re{F{x)d, + (肌2 + bu + c)<9J, 
—ere z = x-h iy, u = f + ig, and F{z) is a holornorphic function in z. 
Proof- First of all, we try to write ’ x^) instead of {x, y) and ’ instead of ( / , g) 
for convenience. Then the haniioiiic map system (5.1) becomes 
< 
A 乂 = &(I•乂丨2 一丨•乂 |2) 
� Ct 
Let X = e (工W ) d i + be the infinitesimal generator of the Lie point 
symmetry group. Then by corollary 3.1.5, we have 
pr(2)(X) = € 妨 + + 0。，丸？ + 吻“& (5.2) 
with and 小幼 given by (3.3) and (5.2). 
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The harmonic map system (5.1) can be written as 
‘ 2 
"ll + Al = �W仇 + U\d2�U\di + Uld2), 
LL 
< 
< + = + uld2\'-卜/,{达 + 
\ LL 
which equals to 
‘ 2 
< (5.3) 
Applying (5.2) to (5.1) we have symmetry conditions 
7)r⑵(X)(u;i = F r ( 2 ) ( X ) ( & V y ’ •乂〉)， (5.4) 
and 
pr �( X ) ( u ; i + 4 ) = • 乂 |2 — I•乂 |2)). (5.5) 
飞L 
We substitute p r �( X ) into (5.4) using (5.2), and then use chain rule. Thus we obtain 
魄 + rou^ + r�idu? + + 
= ( � V c V , •乂〉)((妨 + 诊cv氏n + 广久n + f )•这)(為） 
‘ ” ir 
该 + + + 0 幼 汉 , 小 + liiiti). 
That is, 
2 2 
E 小、“=—诊2阿〈•乂 •乂〉+ + 0〜;)). (5.6) 
Z ~ 1 
Similarly, we do that for (5.5), and obtain 
魄 + "^^ uo + + + 
=(I•乂|2 - I•乂|2)(<e妹 + 氏a + ( T U ? + 
\L 
+ ( 去 该 + + + 一 (亡 ( “ / | ) 2 — (U;)2)). 
1=1 
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That is, 
£ 沪“ 二 — • 乂 | 2 _ | • 乂 + 沪、卜 �J ) ) 
1 = 1 、 乂 1无 . 1 
1=1 
=-凌2南(丨•乂|2 — I•乂丨2)) + 汰 、 小 、 々 - 0 1 � � . ( 5 . 7 ) 
i=l 
Next, using (3.3)，we have 
= + 0 > f - e/^Aj - (5.8) 
We use corollary 3.1.5 with j = i to obtain 
+ 小 - - + 奴 + 
Thus, 
广 = - 2 況 2 - + … • ， 
於"’2  = - ^CsU他 + …… 
Adding up from 1 to 2 in the above equation, then we get 
2 
E • 站 = — — 2办^1 — + . . . . (5.9) 
i=i 
We can see that the harmonic map equations (5.3) dose not involve the term u'^ 2-
Thus, we try to collect terms involving uf^ in the symmetry condition (5.6) and (5.7). 
By (5.9), the terms involving will give the equation 
- — — = 0. 
As C, with i = 1,2, is a fiinctioii only. This implies that 
+ + = (5.10) 
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Thus, from (5.10) we get 
+ - 0, (5.11) 
0 = 0 foi�= l，2 (3=1,2. (5.12) 
That is, we know that C is independent of where i = 1,2 and cv = 1，2. Now, 
we apply the result (5.12) into the equation (5.8). Then we obtain 
= + 0 > f - (5.13) 
and 
2 2 
E 沙…“ -TM + 2《"< + €0』ul + - •〖；—264). 1=1 1=1 
Using the facts A � "户 = 4 ， �C = E L and (5.11), the above equation can 
be written as 
i=l t=l 
' - K n ^ o u ^ - { ^ o e K — + g n ^ ) . (5.14) 
What we are going to do is to collect the second order terms in (5.6) and (5.7). 
Now the remaining second order terms involve only and From the harmonic 
map equations (5.1) we know that 
Aow"^  = Terms of first order derivatives. 
Tha t is, 
Un = -«22 + Terms of first order derivatives. (5.15) 
Considering the symmetry condition (5.6) and (5.7) again, substituting (5.14) into it, 
then using (5.15) yield 
- - 她） = T e r m s of first order derivatives of u. 
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Comparing the second order terms again, we have the result 
；^ = <^2- (5.16) 
From (5.11) arid (5.16), we ca,n see t h a t � =^^ + satisfies the Caucliy-Riemanii 
equation. Thus, we also Imve & = 0. Hence, (5.14) becomes 
2 2 
E 广 、 = + 2C"",f + €,.�)u化 + A 乂 - 2队u: (5.17) 
i=l i=l 
Now, we try to compare the first order terms. Substituting (5.13) into right haiicl 
side of (5.6), then we obtain 
R..H.S. of (5.6) = —02南〈•乂，•乂〉+ ^ [ 队 1 + 一 
2 
= - f ^〈•乂’ •乂〉+1 iy^ui^+躺 
‘1=1 
+ 一 ^ii^ii^ + (f^^it^ul 
—<e/u，u;l. (5.18) 
Since 
‘ E L * ; = iv<y|2’ 
< •乂丨 2’ (5.19) 
�E ? = i 咖卜〈•乂 •乂〉， 
and 
2 
E 鄉 = + + e i u w , + 
t=i 
using (5.11) and (5.16), we get 
2 
+ 帥 d = 2⑴•乂 •乂〉. （5.20) 
1=1 
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Thus (5.18)cari be written as 
R.H.S. of (5.6) = - 0 2 _ � V乂 ’ •乂〉+ 丢 亡 ⑷ + 於 
2 = 1 
+ | [ 0 i l � V W ， V � u 2 � + 0 i 2 | V y | 2 + ^ | V W | 2 




We can see that the left hand side of (5.6) is exactly given by (5.17) with q = 1. 
Tims 
L-H.S of (5.C) = + 乂 + … 
t=i 
Applying the hannoiiic map equations (5.1) to the above equation, 
2 




1 = 1 
二 I V . u f + 20；：.,, {VouW^) + (5.22) 
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with a = 1, 
2 
L.H.S of (5.6) = + 2 小 I 必 + •乂 | 2 + 乂’ •乂〉+ 
i=l 
— 2似•乂，•乂〉+ — 
XL 
2 
= T M i + ^ M ) + i^lu^ — • 乂 |2 + {2cfi�ii + l u l 
1 = 1 u u 
-2⑶〈•乂 •乂〉+ ( 仏 + •乂p. (5.23) 
XL 
Comparing the corresponding terms in (5.21) and (5.23), we obtain five defining 
equations 
- 0’ (5.24) 
& 补 + = (5.25) 
1 2 
- = (5.26) 
1 1 
仗、2 = 一 • ^ 0 2 + 7 0 ^ ’ (5.27) 
Khi^ = (5.28) 
Here (5.28) implies 
彻 — 1 
Solving this differential equation, we obtain 
Integrating once again, we get (f)^  given by the equation 
=A(‘ri，:r2V)(u2)2 + B(:i:Vc2V)， (5.29) 
for some functions A, B of x \ x^ and u � o n l y . 
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Similarly, we do the same to (5.7). Substituting (5.13) into right hand side of (5.7), 
we obtain 
R.H.S. of ( 5 . 7 ) = 一 由 竹 I • 乂 一 + ^ 亡[(蛇 + —树?、2 
1 = 1 
Expanding the above equation, we get 
R..H.S. of (5.7) = - _ 0 1 ( | v � u 2 | 2 — i v ^ p ) + 1 f y ^ , ^ —水i"‘;） 
‘Z=1 
+ 0 & � u ?— 办 , K 一 小] 
- � i + e / 例 . (5.30) 
Substituting (5.19) and (5.20) into (5.30) yields 
R.H.S. of (5.7) 二 - 由 竹 | V � " ,〒 一 丨 • 乂 + (於 
1 = 1 
+ 如〈•乂 ’ •乂〉•乂丨2 _ …•乂丨2 
〈•乂，一 � i l I •乂 |2 +�11•乂 |2] 
2 2 2 
= ^ E ( 於 + 小I 心 + -Ml^ —诊〈•乂，•乂〉 
1=1 
+ 5 仗 烈 • 乂 (5.31) 
We can see that the left hand side of (5.7) is exactly given by (5.17) with a, = 2. 
Thus 
L-H.S of (5.7) = + 城 u ^ ^ u h 小l�u乂<) 
i=l 
A 乂 + 乂 — 2 � I A乂 . 
Applying the harmonic map equations (5.1) to the above equation, 
L-H-S of (5.7) = … + 乂 ? , r ) + 402“i〈•乂 •乂〉 
i=i u 
+ i ( 此 2 —2C;)(|•乂 —I•乂 p) 
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Using (5.22) with a = 2, we obtain 
2 L.H.S of (5.7) 二 jyii + + I•乂 P + 〈•乂 •乂〉 
1=1 
+ •乂 | 2 + •乂〉+ — • � 2 ) | V � , “ 1 | 2 
+ 略 - ^ ^出丨^乂|2 
2 
= Y M + “乂 ) + + 
1=1 u 
C无 lL 
+(必ui-去+暴⑵丨•乂 |2 . (5.32) 
Again, comparing the corresponding terms in (5.31) and (5.32), we obtain another five 
defining equations 
八。於2 = 0’ (5.33) 
•�u0uf = 知 ( 5 . 3 4 ) 
LL 
1 1 2 
必 诊 ^ 弼 —-1， (5.35) 
+ — = 0’ (5.36) 
= + (5.37) 
We observe that (5.37) can be written as 
— 去 必 + 二 0’ 
which is just an Euler equation and gives solutions 
二 C(,7:i’:cV)?,2 + D ( : c i , : r V y li.iw2’ (5.38) 
where C and D are functions of x\ x^ and u^ only. 
Substituting (5.29) and (5.38) into (5.36) yields 
Cu 丨 + + W ) + = 0. 
w� u之 
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After simplification it becomes 
Cu i + D ^ i + 2 A + = 
Comparing coefficients, we obtain 
Dui = 0, (5.39) 
Cu i + Du i + 2 A = 0， 
which imply 
C,,丨 + 2 A = 0. (5.40) 
Substituting (5.29) and (5.38) into (5.35), we get 
+ 一 - i [ C + + In "2)1 ？ r .11/ 
Putting the result (5.39) and (5.40) into it, we have 
- 2 A “ 小 i Y _ [ C + D ( 1 + Irin^)] = C + — 2八乂权2)2 _ 
After simplification, it can be written as 
= 2 ( C + D1iiu2) + D. 
Again comparing coefficients, we have 
D 二 0， (5.41) 
= 2 C + D , 
which imply 
Bu i = C . (5.42) 
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Using (5.40)，（5.42) and (5.41), we conclude that 
A = ! B … ， 
、C = B仏 
D = 0. 
\ 
Substituting the above equation into (5.29) and (5.38), and can be written as 
於 1 二 + (5.43) 
妒 = ( 5 . 4 4 ) 
Putting (5.43) and (5.44) into (5.27) yields 
- I V , 山 小 2) = + = 0， 
U2 11/ 
which implies 
Bu 丨 u � ' = 0. 
Hence, we know that B is of the form 
+ (5.45) 
where E, F , G are functions of rr^  and only. 
Putt ing (5.43) and (5.44) together with (5.45) into (5.26) yields 
which implies 
4E = 4E. 
Thus, (5.26) is always being satisfied. 
Putting (5.43) and (5.44) together with (5.45) into (5.25) yields 
2 1 I 
jL 
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After simplification and with 二 0, the above equation becomes 
(2B 仏 — + ( - B “ i „ i y + ^ B i — 仏 u 2 ) u �= 0 ’ 
XL 
which implies 
Bi = 0. (5.46) 
Thus 
Ei = F, = 
and as a result 
VoE = VoF := VoG = 0. 
Henco, wc conclude that 
E = a F = b G = c, (5.47) 
where a, b, c are real constants. 
Now, (5.47) implies that and are inclepeiident of and Thus 
八。01 = 0’ 
二 0. 
Hence (5.24) and (5.33) are satisfied trivially. 
Lastly, since 小、and are independent of and .-c^ , (5.34) yields 0 = 0’ which is 
always true. 
Hence 
= {2au' + = 2au\^ + bu\ 
As a result, the infinitesimal generator X can be given as 
X = + r]dy + la(f — + bf + cjdf + (2afg + bg)d,. 
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PuUhig = x + iy�u = f + ig into F{z)d, + (an^ + bu + c)du, we have 
+ + = + - z<9,)] + [a{f + + 6 / + c 
^i{a2fg + bg)][^(df-id,)]. 
Thus，2Re[F{z)d, + (au^ + bu + c ) a j equals to 
魄 + Vdy + [a{f - + bf + c]df + (2afg + bg)d,. 
• n the other hand, since F is holornorpliic, 
Cx - Vy = 0, + T].：, = 0. 
Hence, X written in complex form will be given by 
X = 2Re{F{x)d, + (肌2 + bu + c)du), 
where z = x + iy, u = / + ig, and F{z) is a holornorpliic function in z. • 
Theorem 5.1.2. The Lie point symmetry group of the system of harmonic map equa-
彻彻 from a domain in into HP is the product of the local group of local confor-
7舰I transformations of the domain and the isornetry group of IHP in the sense that 
(",7)�((.T，y), (/’ g)) = (p o (.T’ y ) , 7 o (/’ g)) where p is a local conformal transforma-
tions of a domain in R^ and 7 is a isornetry o/lHP. 
Proof. We can see that the part of the infinitesimal generator 
谈+讽) 
depending on arbitrary functions <^，rj with 
€x — r]y = 0 � ^ y + nx = 0, 
is obtained by local transformations 011 the domain. 
Moreover, the other three parts of the infinitesimal generator are given by [ p — 
办 + 2fgdg, fdf + gdg and d[ They are just infinitesimal generators obtained by 
inversion, dilation and translation along the f direction. 
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Now’ we are going to prove that {P-g')df+2fgd,, fdj+gd, and <9, are infinitesimal 
generators obtained by inversion, dilation and translation along the f direction. 
First of all, we know that an inversion is given by 
z 
Letting 2 = / + ig, then we have inversion given by 说⑷’ which equals to 
(/ + (?) { l - e f ) + ieg 二 f ( l - s f ) - f { e f ) ,{l-ef)g + efg 
1 - + ig) (1 - £ f ) + leg (1 - £/)2 + (印)2 十？.(1 —明2 + (印)2. 
Thus 
‘ f = /(i-g/)-g(e.<7) 
< J — (l-e/)2+(£ff)2， 
n = 一 a 
From (3.1), we find that equals to 
_ [2(1 一 e f ) { - f ) + 2Eg%f{l — e f ) — eg''] 
[(1—明2 + ( 印 汗 一 • 
Then we obtain 
Similarly, equals to 
壁 = 2 ( 1 - £ / ) ( - / ) + 26/ 
& e=0 [(1-明2 + (,力干 -。• 
Then we obtain 
�2 = 2fg. 
Thus, the infinitesimal generator obtained by inversion is given by 
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Secondly, we also know that dilation is given by 
[9 = e'g. 
From (3.1), we find that ^^  a n d � 2 equal to 
丝 = " I 
决 一 e J le=0 ’ 
e = 0 ,dg 
—^ = e'gU 
化 e = 0 
respectively. Thus 
1 e = g. 
Thus, the infinitesimal generator obtained by dilation is given by fOj + (jd(,. 
Fiimlly’ point traiisfoniiation of translation along tlie f direction is 
/ f = f + e, 
\ 9 = 9-
From (3.1), we find t h a t � 1 and f equal to 
df — = 1 
de , e=0 
and ^ = 0 
respectively. Thus, the infinitesimal generator obtained by point transfoririation of 
translation along the / direction is d f . 
Hence, we conclude that the infinitesimal generator X is obtained by tlie isoinetry 
group of • 
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5.2 Reduction of harmonic map equations to ordi-
nary differential equations 
T h e o r e m 5.2.1. A group-invariant harmonic map from, a domain in M^  into IHP ^ ^ 
equivalent, up to a confomial transformation of the domain and an isometry on M2，to 
one of the following forms: 
1. Harmonic maps invariant under the group generated by a translation on M^ and 
a translation on the upper-half plane model ofM^: 
、 = h2{y), 
Wiere hi, h'z are functions of y only with h) > 0. 
忍.Harmonic maps invariant under the group generated by a translation on M^ and 
dilation on the upper-half plane model o/IHP.. 
f 
1 9{x,y) = e � ( y ) ’ 
—ere hy, ".2 are functions of y only with h) > 0. 
Harmonic maps invariant under the group generated by a translation on M^ arid 
a rotation on the unit disc model ofM^: 
y) + y) 二 e 卞 � y ) + ih姚 
？""ere "2 are functions of y only and satisfy + < 1. 
P蘭f. Using complex form of X 二 2Re(F(z)d, + (an^ + hu + c)氏）’ where z = + iy, 
w = / + ig and F(z) + ?>/, then we get that the orbit of the harmonic map (2’ u{z)) 
under a one parameter subgroup is given by the solution of 
f (I乏 
(•i = n~z�, f (0) z, 
< (5.48) 
dU ry 
石 = a i Y + hu + c, i7(0) = u. 
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Suppose F = 0, the first equation of (5.48) becomes, 
dz 
石=0， 
which implies that i = constant. Since i(0) = z, we can conclude that ~z = z. The 
independent variable does not change, so the dependent variable can only change up 
to an isometry. Since the Mobius group is isomorphic to the group of isometries on 
IHP, together with Theorem 5.1.2, u = for some one-parameter subgroup 7(5) of 
the Mobius group. Hence there is no invariant harmonic map in this case, and we may 
assume that F does not vanish since we are only interested in local solutions. 
We define a, holomorphic, and hence locally conformal, change of domain by 
, r dC 
y W r ( 5 , 
where the choice of the base point is not important. Since we have 
1 d r ^ 
ds - 2Re{F(z)d,). 
Since we are interested in classifying the local group-invariant harmonic maps up to a 
conformal change of the domain and an isometry on IHI^  by the conformal change of 
domain (5.49), we may assume that F{z) = i. 
Then the system (5.48) becomes 
‘dz 
Te 二 1， 綱 = 
< 
du „ 
^ = o.ir + bu + c, u{0) = u, 




< 石 = 0 ’ 卯)）二仏 (5.50) 
du 2 
= (III + bu + c, u(0) = u. 
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The first two equations of (5.50) give 
J X = X-h 
which implies that y is an invariant of the corresponding one-parameter subgroup 
generated by X. 
Letting 6 = b"^ - 4ac, then we can break our problem into following cases. 
Case la: Suppose = 0 and a = 0，which imply that b 二 0. Then the third equation 
of (5.50) becomes 
ff = u + ce, for some constant c. 
Thus, the orbit of a harnionic map under the group action is given by 
< 
X = X + £’ 
< f j = y, 
u = 11 + ce. 
\ 
Using the first equation of the above system and putting it into the third equation to 
eliminate we obtain 
y 
£ = X — X, 
‘ y = ？/, 
�u = u + c{x — x). 
Putt ing n = / + ig into the third equation, we obtain the system 
/ 
£ = X — ;C, 
< y = (5.51) 
u — f - cx + cx + ig. 
From the third equation we can read off the three invariants y, f — cx, g of the one-
parameter subgroup, they are . Then we choose y as the new independent variable and 
f — c工 and g as the new dependent variables. As a result, the group-invariant solution 
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is of the form 
< f-ex =hi(y), 
�( J = ",2(?y)’ 
foi- some functions h^ and h: which depend only on one variable y. Thus, this is 
equivalent to the first case of Theorem 5.2.1. 
Case lb: Suppose 5 = Q and a 0, which imply that g = c. Then the third 
equation of (5.50) gives 
(~2 丄 b ~ , C I du 
+ -u + ^― = a, 
a a de 
which implies 
+ -u + + — 一 - — " ^ ― = a. 
a 4a2J de 
In this case, £ = c. The above equation can be reduced to 
Integrating the above equation once we obtain 
6 J 
“ + ^ 二 肪 + " ‘， f o r some constant k. 
Since we have tlie initial condition u = u when e = 0, the above equation yields 
Using the first equation of (5.51) to eliminate £，we have 
-('「( + � � i = — 一 + —1， 
mi(l we can read off the three invariants y, -ax] and / m [ — 一 1 -ax 
from this equation. Again we choose y as the new independent variable and /?.e[-(?i + 
— + 去 - as new independent variables. 
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Letting U = -(u + which is a transformation in the Mobiiis group, thus an 
isomet,i.y in M2’ as a result, we observe that this U is equivalent to u in our sense. 
Hence the group invariant harmonic map equation is equivalent to 
ReU - ax = h八y), 
�/ m " ="2 0/)’ 
for some functions li, and /z.2 depending on y only. Again it is equivalent to the first 
case of Theorem 5.2.1. 
To conclude what we have done in case I’ for = 0 all group invariant harinoriic 
maps are equivalent to the first case of Theorem 5.2.1. 
Case Ila: Suppose 6 >0 and a = 0 which implies b + 0. Then the third equation 
of (5.50) becomes 
du 
which implies 
, c idil , 
Integrating the above eqimtion once, we obtain 
Q 
？+ 5 = Kebe for some constant K. 
Putt ing the initial condition u = u when £ = 0’ we get K = u + f. Thus, 
Using the first equation of (5.51) to eliminate £, we obtain 
Lastly, putting u = f + ig into above equation yields 
1 飞 = [ ( / + + —【 
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Again from this equation we can read off the three invariants y, ( / + §)e—細 and ge七 
in this case. And we choose y as the new independent variable and ( / + f )e七，ge七 
as the new dependent variables. Hence the corresponding group-invariant harmonic 
map is of the form 
1 ge七=h她 
for some functions hi and h^ depending on y only. Thus, this is equivalent to the 
second case of Theorem 5.2.1. 
Case lib: Suppose > 0 and a ^ O , then the third equation of (5.50) is still 
[ir + + —) ^―- = a, 
a a de 
which equals to 
r/-2 , b ~ b � 2 � c . b�9i , du 
+ n'' + + — — T T = a. (I 2a a 2a de 
Since we have 5 = 1)^- 4ac, using we can write the above equation as 
2a 2a de 
By partial fraction, it transforines into 
f i r/ , b � ， 1 r/ I) \ 1, du 
{ - ^ K u + K ) + i ! 1 + 辺 [ (u + � - = 1. 
2a “ 2a 
Integrating the above equation once, we get 
+ b ： 广 ) ] + ln(fi + ‘ = ci£ + Ki, for some constant Ki, 
After simplification we can write 
！ = = /(e•， 
where K = e " � . Putting the initial condition it = u when e = 0, we know that 
I b-v^  
K = 
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Letting Ai = ¥ and A^  = 蟹 ’ we get the equation 
！ = ！ 而 
+ A2 u-h A2 . 
Substituting the first equation of (5.51) into the above equation to eliminate e, we 
obtain 
U + A2 U + A2 . 
Again we can read off the three invariants 仏 (哉已—而)and of this 
case in this equation. Letting the transformation !/ = 哉 ’ where F L o n g s to the 
M6bius group and thus the isometry group in M2’ as a result, we observe that, this K is 
equivalent, to u in our sense. Now, the three invariants are equivalent to y, 
and Hence, the group-invariant harmonic map is equivalent to 
I ( " e \ / ) c r•二 / , 1 � ’ 
1 = h ‘八 y), 
for some functions h, and h, depending on y only. Of course, it is equivalent to the 
second case of Theorem 5.2.1. 
To conclude what we have done, we have prove that for case II’ that is > (). All 
group invariant harmonic maps are equivalent to the second case of Theorem 5.2.1. 
Case III: Suppose ^ < 0, then a + 0. If a = 0, then (S 二 I/. Then we must have 
6 > 0. 
Similar to what we have clone in case lib, we have the group invariant solutions 
equivalent to 
I / ? e ( l / e - , = / 一， 
、 = "2⑷， 
for some functions h, and h, depending on y only. However, in this case, since A, are 
complex valued, K does not map into the upper-half space. Letting 
Ai = All - .?:Ai2’ 
= All + '/A 12, 
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we see that 
+ = + + — AI2)2’ 
Since ( f , g ) is in HP, <7 > 0 with A2 + 0. Thus we have 
( / + All)' + < ( / + A„)2 + ((7 + Ai2)2， 
which implies 
| U + A i | 2 < | $ \ 2 | 2 ， 
and we have 
U +入2 
Hence V is a mapping into the unit disc. As a result, we see that the group invariant 
solution is equivalent, to a harmonic map into the unit disc model of IHP of the form 
for some functions hi and ka depending on y only. Moreover, this is equivalent to the 
third case of Theorem 5.2.1. • 
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5.3 Solving the harmonic map system which has 
been reduced to ordinary differential equations 
The task remaining for us to finish is to determine the functions /?,! and h) in each case 
of Theorem 5.2.1. 
5.3.1 Case 1 of Theorem 5.2.1 
Case I in Theorem 5.2.1 tells us that the group invariant harmonic map is equivalent 
to 
< fi^^j) = x + hi{y), 
、 = "2⑷， 
in this case. Putting this result, into the harmonic map equations (5.1) yields 
I ⑷ = -（1 + (/1;)2)1， 
which implies 
(5.52) 
�丨丨4 =(丨�,2)2 - (Ji\)2 - 1. 
The first equation of (5.52) gives 
17广 
Integrating the above equation once, we obtain 
fi'i = Ci("2)2, for some constant Ci. 
Next, using the fact that 
V — "2 ("2)2’ 
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we have 
"2 
Together with /i[ = Ci(/i2)2’ the second equation of (5.52) yields 
( " 2 ) 2 ( 1 ) ' 二 - 1’ 
which implies 
(g ) ' = — (M-2. 
Letting g = hi "2’ then we have g" == ( j^) ' and /12 = e � T h u s the above equation 
in g will be given by 
g" = -cy^ - e-2� 
Multiplying 2g' to both sides of the above equation, we have 
2g'(f = — e - � ' . 
Integrating the above equation once, we obtain 
(‘<7')2 = -CjC^^ + e-2" + C2, for some constant C2. 
Substituting 9' = and e没=/?,2 back to the above equation, we have 
(J^)2 = - C ? / �� 2 . 
"2 
Thus 
(/，4)2 二 — cl{h,Y + 1. 
Hence, we obtain the first integral of this system, which is 
‘ h \ = c , { h 2 ) ' , , 、 
5.53 
、 { K r = c,{h,r - +1, 
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for some constants Ci and C2. Therefore, the general solution can be expressed in terms 
of elliptic functions explicitly. 
We see that if cj 0’ the corresponding harmonic map is not surjective. Suppose 
ci + 0’ there exist a hi large enough such that C2(/?.2)2 + 1 < cl(h2)\ Tims 
("'2)2 < 0, 
which is impossible. Therefore, the harmonic map is not surjective. 
Since we are only interested in finding examples of harmonic difFeornorphisins, we 
assume that Cj = 0. Then (5.53) becomes 
< = 0， r 
1 ("'2)、鋼2 + 1. 刚 
Integrating the first equation of this system once, it becomes h �= C3 for some constant 
Also the second equaUoii of this system can be written as 
Integrating the above equation once, we obtain 
sinh一 = 士 V^?/ + C4, for some constant q . 
Then we ol)tain the solution h'z, where 
"2 = • s i i i h ( ± y ^ y + C4)’ 
for some constants C3, C4 provided C2 > 0. Therefore, if C2 > 0，the general solution of 
(5.54) is 
{ " 1 = C3, 
"2 = * s i i i h(土⑩y + C4). 
Putt ing back /(:c’ y) = x+/ii(y) and g{x, y) = f^iy) into the equations. Since harmonic 
maps are invariant under the group generated by a translation 011 脱2，观 obtain that 
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the harmonic map is equivalent to 
If C2 = 0, then (5.54) becomes 
I K = 0’ 
1 {h',f = 1， 
which implies 
h,i = C3, 
�f i 2 = y + C4, 
for some constants and a!. Again, putt ing back f{x,y) = x + hi{y) arid g(x,y)= 
/i2(:V) into the equations, and using the fact tha t harmonic maps are invariant under the 
group generated by a translation on R ^ we obtain that the harmonic map is equivalent 
to the identity, tha t is, 
I /( :c’y) = .T’ 
["(3：’") = y. 
If C2 < 0, then the second equation of (5.54) equals to 
( " � -c ; i ) - “ ' 2 = 土祝 
Integrating the above equation once, we obtain 
s in- i ( \ / | c2 |"2) = 土 + 
Hence, fi2 is given by 
"2 = sill(土 y j ^ ? / + a 丨). 
Same as what we have done before, put t ing back f{x, y) = x + k 认 y) and g{x, y)= 
/i2(y) into the equations, and using the fact tha t harmonic maps are invariant under the 
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group generated by a translation on R ^ we obtain that the harmonic map is equivalent 
to 
I = 
1 = ( v l ^ y ) . 
Since we see that < g{x,y) < 为， t h e harmonic map is not surjective for 
C'2 < 0. 
5.3.2 Case 2 of Theorem 5.2.1 
Case II ill Theorem 5.2.1 tell us that the group invariant harmonic map is equivalent 
to 
< /(:!：,") = 咖 ’ 
、g(工,y) = e”i2(y), 
where and I12 arc functions of y only with I12 > 0. 
We consider the boundary value problem on the infinite strip with width equal to 
TT: { - 0 0 < X < 00 and 0 < y < 7r}, 
/ 八o/ —2 cot WVo/’ • � " � = •， 
, (5.55) 
�A � g + cot ,州Vo/p —I•�‘9|2) = o， 
such that f{x,0) = ax, /(.T,7r) = tt':c + "，g{x,0) = 0, g(x,7r) = tt and 0 < g(x, y) < tt 
for Q <y <7T where a > 0 and (3 are constants and we may assume that P > 0. 
If the infinite strips { - 0 0 <:c < 00 and 0 < < tt} and { - 0 0 < / < 00 and 0 < 
9 < tt} are equipped with the metrics 
sin-2 y(dx2 + dy2) and siii'^ g{df + dg"^) 
respectively, a solution of above boundary value problem is a harmonic map (x, y) ^ 
(/’"）from IHF to IHP. 
L e m m a 5.3.1. The m.appi?ig z is an isometry from the infinite strip to the 
Poincare upper-half plane. 
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Proof. Put t ing z = x+iy, we get that the mapping becomes x-{-iy ^ e^(cos y+i sin y). 
Thus f = e-^cos y, g = siny. We consider the first fundamental form 
(办尸 + {dg)'^ = cos ydx - e‘T sin ydyf + (e-^  sin ydx + e-^  cos ydyf 
sin^ y 
= y + sin^ y)(dxf + y + cos^ y)(dyy 
e^^ sin‘2 y 
= j d x f + (办)2  
- ？ • 
Hcnce, z h e‘’ is an isometry from the infinite strip to the Poiiicare upper-half plane. 
• . 
By this Lemma, we know that In z is an isometry from the Poincare upper-half 
plane to the horizontal infinite strip with width equal to tt. 
According, to case 2 of Theorem 5.2.1, a group invariant harmonic map from a 
(iomain in R'^  into IHP is equivalent to the form e^/ii +7:e巧?,2. Thus, we use the isometry 
hi z from the Poincare upper-half plane to the horizontal infinite strip with width equal 
to TT to change the target. Then the group invariant harmonic map is given by 
“ + ie”i‘2) = i In e^ i^h：', + + i tan—i 
= ^ ln(/?.? + + ；r + i tan—i � li\ 
According to the above form of the harmonic map , letting h(y) = i + and 
0{y) = tan—1 舒.Then we try to find a solution of (5.55) which takes the form 
/(:c’ y) = ax + h{y) and g{x, y) = g(y). 
Now (5.55) becomes 
( 
< Ao(a,’'c + h{x))) — 2Q.oig{Vo[ax + h), VoQ) = 0’ 
1 � 9 + cotr;(|V„(a'.T + h)\'' — |V„.r7R = 0， 
which implies 
< h" -2cotg{ad,: + h'dy,g'dy} = 0, 
�l / ' + cot^7(«2 + (/,/)‘2 —(力2)二0. 
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Thus, we arrive at the system 
J /? / ' -2cot .g/ iV = 0, 
1 9" + cot g(a' + {h'f — {g')') = 0， （5.5 … 
w i t h c o n d i t i o n s h{0) = 0’ h(7T)="’ 以(0) = 0，g( jT) = tt a n d 0 < g(y) < ^^  for 
0 < ?y < TT. 
Now, the first equation of (5.56) can be written as 
h" , 
77 = 2cot 卯 
二 2丄(―)'. 
sm.g 
We obtain h' by integration, which is 
7 / 9 . o 
h = a sill g. 
Moreover, since we have the fact that, 
(9' )/= (J" cosgjg'f 
sin g sing sin'^  g ， 
which can be written as 
一 ( 丄 ) w - c o t • 视 
bill g 
the second equation of (5.5G) becomes 
sill + cot qa'^ + a'' sin'' g cot g = 0. 
sin g ‘ ^ ‘ 
Multiplying to both sides of the equation gives 
2 丄、丄丫 + + 2a\smg){cosg)g' = 0, snip sill(/ surf； 
which is equivalent to 
l i ^ r r + + 2a'' sin r;(sin 口丫 = 0. sing siir g ^^ 力 
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Integrating the above equation once, we obtain 
- V sin-2 + sin2 g + b^ + a"^ - a^ = 0, for some constant b. 
Multiplying sin^ g to both sides yields 
= a'2 + + 一 sin2 g - a^ sin'^  g. 
Hence, we get the first integral of the system (5.56) 
h' = a^sin^g 
< {gy = (62 + a4 - a'2) sin^ g — a'' sin'^  g. 
Letting z = cot 仏 and differentiating both sides with respect to y, we get 
2 - - • 2 . sni g 
By squaring both sides, we have 
sm 
Substituting the second equation of (5.57) into the above eqiiaton yields 
sm' g siir g 
Since 1 = sin^ g + cos^ g, the above equation can be written as 
\ / • A 卞" I o “ 一 Ci 
sin g siir g 
=a.2 势 + 2a2 冷 + + + a2 cos” + � — 一 
sin g siir g sin^ g ^ ‘ 
Letting c^  = I? + a^ + 仅2’ 观 have 
Hence, we let z{y) be the function defined by 
广 dz 二 _ ” 
Jo T P P T ^ P T P = 互 一 （ 5 . 5 8 ) 
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Lemma 5.3.2. For any a>0, there is a unique constant > 0 such that 
厂 dz TT 
Jo V ^ P T ^ F + l “ 2 ' 
-聽 ci = Moreover, b^ < nmx{2a,a-'} and K depends continuously 
on a. 
Proof. Letting Ii be a. function of h, defined by 
Jo \lo?Z�+ + 62 
Taking limit 6 —^  0 on both sides gives 
广 dz 
“0 Jo (a'2 + a ” “ 2 
Since 2： < + 1)5 <22 + 1，we have 
lim/i(6) > 厂 — — - p ~ — 
Jo {a^ + + 1) 
By partial fraction, we obtain 
limIi(b) > r( / —~o h / ——) 
“0 + 2:2 + 1 ./o z ) 
二 1 . 1 r + 1 ) , 「 包 、 
2 人 ？ + 1 十,/o 
After integration, we get 
1 ？ 广 
� ) 0 
= 0 0 . 
Hence, J] (b) —^  00 as 6 0. 
Now, suppose b > max{2a, a"^}, and using the fact that 
Jo Va'z'-hb^z^ + U' 
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we have 
hib) < r , 虹 
Jo + 2a6z2 + 62， 
< 丄 厂 
by replacing one b by 2a. Letting 二 z, then dz = y/^sec^ OcW. Thus 




Using this result, we have 
j ~ oo 
m < a 立 
a 
0 
j — oo 
= t a n - 1 ( 2 � / 字 ） 
V “ 0 
二 昏 . 
Again, using the assumption that b > max{2cv, a"^}, we get 
TT 二 2" 
Hence 
h(b) < 
Since /i(6) is decreasing and continuous in b, the lemma follows. • 
Lemma 5.3.3. Let 0 < a < oo and let > 0 be constants as in Lemma 5.3.2, which 
depend continuously on a. Given a > 0 and P > 0, there is a = a^^^p > 0 such that 
,2 厂 dz P 
Jo + + + 蛇 2' 
where cj = cv^ + + a^. 
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Proof. Let 
hia) = a'厂 ,心 
Jo + + + 
Let y = y(z) be such that 
r (h TT 
Jo v^aVi + dz^ -hbl^ 2 ~ 仏 
Then, by the choice of b, z can be expressed as a function of y on 0 < < | and we 
have 
. dz 
—ay = ~, 
‘ sja^z^ + clz^ + hi 
Thus 
dz = -^/a'^z'^-hciz'^-hbldy. 
Then 
眷 ( 5 . 5 9 ) 
Since 
广 办 < 二 
Jo l + - 2 ' 
liin /2(a) = 0. 
o—>0 
In particular, if = 0 then we pick a = 0. 
Suppose b < max{2a:’a'—1}’ and let 
max{2cv, a—i} = k(a) , 
then 
hia) > a'厂 , 
Jo (1 + + (a2 + + a'”？ + A;(af' 
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Thus’ there exists Ci(a),C2(cv) and C^ia) such that 
�M〔力2 < C3(a). 
Thus 
/2(a) > a2 厂 心 
人 ( 1 + ？)x/Ci(a)之 4 + + C a W 
Thus，there exist a C{a) = ^ > 0 such that 
0 n a x { C i , 02,03} 
h{a) > C(a)a' H 严 
Jo + + d 之2 + 1 
> (7(咖2广 产 
- Jo 
— J o Va'h^ + 2 
= f i dz 
_ 力 。 
— > 0 0 , 
as a —^  0 0 . By Lemma 5.3.2, ba depends contiinioiisly on a and /2(a) is a coiitimioiis 
function on a. Hence, the lemma, follows. • 
Let cv > 0 and P > 0 he given. Let a = a…召 > 0 be the constant obtained iii 
Lemma 5.3.3, und ba the constant in Lemma 5.3.2 corresponding to a. Let z be the 
function defined in (5.58), and define 
g = cot_i z, 
\ h{y) = sin'g{r)dr. 
Since 
厂(0) =工 
Jo yJdH �+ c2? + 62 = 2 
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find according to Lemma 5.3.2 z(0) 0 0 , we have 
"(0) = cot—i z(0) = 0. 
Moreover, since 
广⑴ dz / , = 0 
Jo x/aVTcV^TP 
and , … 1 … > 0, we have 
Va^z^ + &於 + 62 
/TT� 
力 0. 
Next, we have 
广 0 
h{0) = a,2 / sin2g(j)dT - 0. 
Jo 
Moreover, 
" ( 昏 义 sin^g{y)dy, 
Putting the first equation of (5.60) into the above eqiiatoii yields 
T  TT 
//•(-) = / z f d y 
2 Jo 
- k 1 + ? . 
According to (5.59), we obtain 
h(\) = hia) = 
Hence g : [0, f ] [0,f], h : [0, f ] — [0，f]，with g(0) = h(Q) = 0’ ‘9(f) = f and 
Mf) = f . 
Next, extend g and h to [0,7r) such that 
f 
g�=TT — g(7T — t), 
< 
�h{t) = p - li{7r - t), 
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for t belongs to [f,7rj. Since we have the fact that h'{t) = h'iir - t), g{t) = g'{7r - t), 
s i i i ( , ( /⑴ ) = s i i i ( 7 r - gin — t ) ) = siii(c/(7r - t ) ) for t b e l o n g s t o [f,7rl, h a n d g after 
extension to [0，tt] still satisfy (5.57). Moreover, using such extension, we obtain "(tt)= 
“=/i(0) = P, "(TT) = TT 一 ‘9(0) = TT. Thus, the C o n d i t i o n s on (5.56) are also satisfied. 
Although we are interested in finding the harmonic diffeomorphism with suitable 
boundary data, above, we can obtain harmonic diffeomorphisms wit.li the required 
boundary data by selecting the suitable integral constants. Hence, f{x,y) = ax-^h{y) 
arid g{x, y) = fj(y), with h{y) and g(y) defined as above. 
5.3.3 Case 3 of Theorem 5.2.1 
Case 3 of Theorem 5.2.1 tell us tha t the group invariant harmonic map is equivalent 
to the form 
<e(:i�’ y) + ."/(:,;’ y) = + ik械. 
We use geodesic polar coordinates {p.O) on the unit disc model of IHP. Since 
+ i h 捕 = + "•乂‘⑴…’ 
the harmonic maps should have the form 
for some functions hi and I12 depending on y only, and { is the hyperbolic distance to 
0. Using hi , /?,2 instead of hi , /i,2, we obtain 
《二 0 = X + h2(y). 
L e m m a 5.3 .4 . The harmonic map equations of hi and h) become 
i h'{ — sinh hi cosh "1(1 + (/？么尸）=()’ 
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Proof. Using u = pe'^, then we have 
Uz = p,e 访 + i p C � 
u, = p-zc'^ + ipe'^9-,, 
u.-z = + + - + ipe'^O,,. 
Moreover, we have the fact that 
2uUzUz 2/9 o 
I 一 = f Z ^ e ^ iPz + 神咖 - z + ipOz) 
= 一 p y ^ ? + 辦 + 沒』. 
Since we know that the harmonic map equation is given by 
又 + T — ^ = 0, 
1 — |u|2 
by using previous results, the above equation is equivalent to 
、pGz, + (PzO, + + 叙 p � ,+ = 0, 
Letting p = we have 
. 1 + P 
一 =1 ’ 
1 - p 
that is 
c 1 1 + P ^ = In-——. 1 - p 
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Then differentiating with respect to 乏 again yields 
.=^Pz-z 2p 人-
1 - p2 ( l - p 2 ) 2 
= M P z ? 
(1 一 p〒 
2 , 2p , 12� 
二 r i T ^ …口- + 隱 
Using the first equation of (5.61), we get 
- 1 — pJ^z丨. 
Put t ing p = ^ ^ into the above equation, we obtain 
c = l + |2 
一 1 一 fei=IV2 1 — 
= 2 ( e ^ - l ) ( e ^ + l) + 1)2 + — 1)2 
—(e《+ 1)2 — (e^  - 1)2 (e^  + 1)2 —（e《-1)2 
- ^ 丨化I 
_ 丨沒 
e'l^  — 1 
=W丨化丨2 
1 — 
=sii ih<^cosh� |6*2|2. 
Next, the second equation of (5.61) with ^^ = ^ ^ implies 
Substituting p = into the above equation gives 
1 + 
‘+ 二 i / ( 议 + ⑷ 二 ()’ 
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which can be written as 
2(e2�+ I) 
没 《！•” 仏 + ⑷ = 0 . 
Thus 
+ � = 0 ， 
that is 
Hence 
I � -s i n h � c o s h 讽 二 0’ 
— 1 
P u t t i n g � =h i ( i / ) , 0 = X + /?,2(?y), that is p = yields 
e''i + 1 
h'[ - sinh hi cosh /?,i|l + ih^P = 0, 
�h ' i + coth/ii(-?;/i'i(l + ih'^) + ih\(l — ,4)) = 0, 
which equals to 
h'l - sinh hi cosh /?,i(l + (/^)^) = 0, 
\ + 2默"'1/4 = 0. 
• 
According to the second equation of Lemma 5.3.4, we have 
/i'2' _ 2cosh/?,i" 
h丨2 sinh hi 丄‘ 
Then integrating the above equation once yields 
h丨2 = ci sinh-2 hi, for some constant Ci. 
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Multiplying 2h[ to both sides of the first equation in Lemma 5.3.4 and then sub-
stituting the /?,2 obtained from above give 
= 2siiih/ii cosh /ii/i； + 2cl sinlr'^ hih\ sinh h^ cosh/ii, 
which equals to 
[("'1)21' = 2 s i n h ( s i n h / m ) ' + 2cl sm\r'h,(sinh h,)'. 
Integrating the above equation once, we obtain the first integral 
("'1)2 = sinh hi - cl sinh"^ hi + 02 for some constant C2. 
Hence, the first integral system of the system in Lemma 5.3.4 is 
j ("'1)2 = sink hi - cj sinh"^ hi + C2, 
\ h!., = c, sinh-^/M. (5.62) 
Thus, the general solutions can be expressed in terms of elliptic functions. We observe 
from the first equation that in order to have surjective solutions, we must have Ci 二 0 
and C2 = > 0. Otherwise, if Ci + 0’ then there exists a hi such that 
ci sinh-2 hi > sinh? + C2, 
which leads to a contradiction 
(/丨,1)2 < 0. 
Similarly, if C2 < 0，then there exist a /ij such that 
€-2 < ci sinh-2 hi 一 sinh^ /？]’ 
again which leads to the same contradiction. Thus, the system (5.62) becomes 
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Integrating the second equation once yields 
‘(/i'i)2 = sinh2"i+A2， 
"2 = C3, for some constant . C3. 
Letting ^ = cosh/ii, then we have g 二 一 s i i i h w h i c h implies 
h\ = -(siri l i / i i)-
Thus, the equation for hi becomes 
Sillh-2 嚷 2 二 (cos1I2" i -1 + A2)’ 
which equals to 
( 0 2 二 l + A”. 
Therefore, the solutions are equivalent to: 
1. If A = 0’ then the equation becomes = — 1. Taking integration on both 
sides yields 
/ ( 占 - 由 K = 办， 
we get 
《一 1 
� + 1 二 for some constant C. 
Since the harmonic map is invariant under the group generated by a translation in 
we consider 
Then we obtain ^ form it, that is 
� —r ^ . 
Moreover, since ^ = cosh hi the above equation can be written as 
e-/'i + g/'i 
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which implies 
e2/” - 2乂“ + 1 二 0. 
As a result, we obtain by solving the quadratic equation and get 
,,.1 _ 2<e 土 V ^ ^ ^ 
已 2 ( 5 . 6 3 ) 
= 士 (5.64) 
Putting ^ = f ^ into it, we have 
1 — \ / ( l — 丄 
二 + 2e2, + 1 - 1 + ⑵ 一 g4y 
~ ^ ^ (1 —e2")2 
=——土、 
sinli y V 1 - e^ v ^ 
= coshj； 士 e" — e l 1 
sillily ( 2 J 
coshy 丄 , . 1 �一1 二 一；士（sinliW 
Since e'" > 0’ 
we liave 
Jn coshy 1 e = — (sillily). smli y 
Thus 
= - S i ^ - ( S I — - 1 - 1 
P 一 -SJ^f - ( s i — ” + 1 
_ - cosh y — \ — siiih y 
—cosh y - 1 sinh y 
一 - c o s h y - cosh y + sinh y — sinh y  一 ^ 
= c o s h ^ . 
Therefore, the harmonic map is equivalent to: If A = 0, then (.t, y) € ( -oo , +oo) x 
(—oo, 0) arid the map is 
pe'^ = (cosh 咖 一 . 
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Since the harmonic map is invariant under the group generated by a translation on 
the map is 
y) ^ (cos\iy)e'''. 
2. If 0 < A < 1，then integrating the equation = — l ) ( � 2 一（1 一 ； 2^)) which 
implies 
r [\ 
h ( 1 - A ” ) — 人 仏 
because the solution is invariant up to a translation 011 y in our sense. By using the 
formulas in page 51 of [1], we have 
sn~\shnp, k) = y, 
where k = \ / l - A'-^  and cp = arm/,： = sin"^ Thus 
sin (f = sn(y, k), 
which equals to 
^ = sn(y,k). 
Hence, we obtain which equals to 
sn[y, k) 
According to (5.64), we get 
g/M = 1 + 卜-sn�y,k) 
sn(y,k� Y sn'^{ij,k) • 
Then, by using the fact that sn2(仏 k) + k) = 1’ we obtain 
g/M = 1 I c n ( y ^ 
sn{y, k) sn{y, k) 
— 1 + cn{y, k) 
sn(y,k) • 
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Thus 
- 1 p =— 
e"i + 1 
l+cn(7/,k) — 1 
T+cn.(3/,/c) “ 
snM十丄 
= 1 + cn(y, k) - sn(y, k) 
1 + cn(y, k) + .sn(y, k). 
Thus the harmonic map is equivalent to: If 0 < A < 1’ then (.t, y) e (一oo’+oo) x 
(0, K{k)) and the map is 
pe^o 二 l + cnfa，A；) —snfa，fc),本 
1 + cn(y, k) + sn{y, k) ‘ 
where k = V l - A? and .m’ cn and K{k) are Jacobi elliptic functions and the complete 
elliptic integral corresponding to k respectively. Since we have the harmonic map is 
invariant under the group generated by a translation on 1R2’ the map is 
’ 1 + cn(y) k) + sn(y, k) 
3. = = Thus 
f =浓 2 一 1” 
Letting 77 = we have 
- " — V 二 7厂 1(77-2 — 1 ) � 
which implies 
rf = 一 "(77—2 — 1)5. 
Letting rj = cos 0, the above equation becomes 
Since = = = integrating it yields 
f -sin 9de 一 
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thus 
e 二 y. 
Substituting r] = cos 6 back yields 
cos—177 二 y, 
which implies 
n = cosy. (5.65) 
Again substituting V = ^ back gives 
€ = 丄 cosy 
Using (5.64), we have 
g/M 二 1 + / l - c o s ^ y 
cos y y cos2 y 
_ 1 + sin y 
cos y ‘ 
Thus, 
e"i 一 1 
p = 
+ 1 
l+sin y — 1 
_ cosy 
l+sin y , 1 
cos y 卞丄 
_ 1 + sin y — cos y 
1 + sin y + cos y ‘ 
Thus the harmonic map is equivalent to: If A = 1, then {x, y) G (-00, +00) x (0, 2tt) 
and the map is 
pe'o = 1 + s i n y - c o s — 
1 + sin y + cosy ‘ 
Since the harmonic map is invariant under the group generated by a translation on 
the map is 
1 + sin y + cos y 
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If A > 1’ then integrating the equation ( f )2 = ( f - + (A2 - l)) implies 
广 d � r , 
Ji + 1)) — Jo 等 
By using the formulas in page 45 of [1] give 
where k = ^ ^ ^ ^ = \ / l — A-2 and ip = amu, = cos—i Thus 
cosy? = cn(Xy, k), 
which equals to 
臺= c n ( X y , k). 
Hence, we obtain which equals to 
1 . 
cn(Xy, k) 
According to (5.64), we get 
= 1 + 卜 仏 k) 
cn(Xy, k) y cTn?{\y^k). 
Then’ by using the fact that S7)^{Xy,k) + cn'^(Xy,k) = 1’ we obtain 
g/M = 1 I sn(Mj, k) 
cn{Xy, k) cn(Xy,k) 
— 1 + sn{Xy, k) 
cn(Xy, k ) . 
Thus 
- 1 
p 二 “； 
+ 1 




— 1 + sn(Xy, k) — cn(Ay, k) 
1 + sn(Xy, k) + cn(Xy, k). 
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Thus the harmonic map is equivalent to: If A > 1, then (.r, y) e ( - oo , + 0 0 ) x (0 K{k')) 
and the map is 
1 + sn{Xy, k) + cn{\y, k) ’ 
where k' = \ / l - A - � a n d sn, cn and K{k') are Jacobi elliptic functions and the 
complete elliptic integral corresponding to k' respectively. Since the harmonic map is 
invariant under the group generated by a translation on M?, the map is 
1 + sn(Xy, k) + cn{\y, k) . 
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